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F EBRUARY 2021
E-bike #8061
In honor of Sid Adler’s 90th birthday
Rider: Yosef Sweid, Petah Tikva

patient. The medics assisted in transferring the man to his
neighbor’s window, which was accessible to the fire crew. Yosef
and his colleagues loaded him onto the platform of the rescue
crane and the firefighters lowered him to the ground to the
waiting ambulance.

Early Friday evening, a 25-year-old man collapsed in his
apartment on Ya’akov Krol Street in Petah Tikva. Your e-bike
rider, Yosef Sweid, was on his way to synagogue for Friday night
services when his emergency communications device alerted
him to the incident. Yosef quickly turned around and dashed to
your rescue e-bike, speeding swiftly to the address.
Yosef arrived just after two United Hatzalah medics. They had
found the man pulseless and initiated CPR. Yosef joined the
duo’s lifesaving efforts, stepping in seamlessly to switch out the
EMT who had been performing the vigorous chest
compressions. A few minutes later, a United Hatzalah mobile
intensive care ambulance crew arrived. The team attached a
defibrillator and administered one shock. For twenty minutes,
the volunteers worked tirelessly on the overdose victim, until
they restored stable cardiac activity!
The man was due to be transported to the hospital, but the
building in which he lived could not facilitate taking him down
the stairwell. The United Hatzalah medics then coordinated
with the Fire Department’s special rescue unit to extricate the
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M ARCH 2021
Adopt A Medic
Ofer Haviv, Beersheba
One day, a driver was traveling down the rain-slicked highway
when he lost control of his vehicle at a junction. In a desperate
attempt to steer clear of other vehicles, the frightened motorist
rammed his car into the highway's concrete median. The force
of impact sent the car bouncing back onto the roadway before
grinding to a halt.
Ofer received a notification to the incident and quickly raced to
the scene, arriving alongside additional United Hatzalah
responders. Broken auto parts, pieces of metal, and smashed
glass were strewn along the accident site. The medics carefully
extricated the injured driver from his smashed vehicle and
secured a safe place to treat the victim.
After assessing the man’s wounds, Ofer and his colleagues
bandaged the bleeding head injury and treated the patient's
wounded torso and abdomen. By the time the local ambulance
arrived on scene several minutes later, the medics already had
the patient prepped and ready for transport to the closest
hospital for continued medical care.
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A PRIL 2021
E-bike #8157
In honor of Carson Adler’s Bar Mitzvah
Rider: Yehuda Pachima, Jerusalem
One Thursday evening at around 8:30 PM, a 12 year-old girl was
struck by a careless motorist as she made her way across a busy
thoroughfare in central Jerusalem. Alerted to the emergency,
Yehuda dashed out of his home, hopped on your e-bike and
sped to the nearby location, arriving first on scene. He found
the young victim with significant head trauma and bleeding
from intense injuries to her lower limbs.
Within seconds, Yehuda was joined on scene by a United
Hatzalah ambucycle medic, a volunteer in a United Hatzalah
minilance and the crew of a United Hatzalah ambulance. The
team worked together to stem the heavy bleeding, bandage
wounds, stabilize the girl and secure her to a backboard. She
was loaded into the ambulance and whisked to the Shaare
Zedek Medical Center for further lifesaving treatment.
As always with United Hatzalah, all services including medical
transport were provided with love, free of charge to the patient
and her family.
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M AY 2021
Ambucar #5747
In honor of your 14 grandchildren
Rider: Dovie Maisel
Israel is under attack. Since Monday, Israel has been under
repeated rocket fire from terrorist groups in the Hamascontrolled Gaza Strip. Ashkelon, Tel Aviv and other major cities
have seen a near-relentless barrage of fire. Each time the Code
Red sounds, citizens are forced to stop what they are doing and
run for shelter.

manned by Dovie Maisel, United Hatzalah’s chief operations
director.
Dovie has had some intense days as he raced from one missile
attack to the next and coordinated the United Hatzalah
response. Each time the air-raid siren wailed and missiles flew
overhead, Dovie took shelter but as soon as it was (temporarily)
safe, he was ready to treat victims. In the wake of strikes, Dovie
and his United Hatzalah colleagues were there in the
immediate aftermath to check for injured people, provide
medical intervention, and offer support and reassurance to
panicked witnesses.

Normal life has been completely disrupted as the beleaguered
residents of southern and central Israel strive to keep safe and
sane throughout the rocket attacks. Sadly, there have been
casualties, as well as significant damage to property. Buildings
and vehicles have sustained direct hits and numerous fires have
caused extensive harm.
United Hatzalah volunteers throughout Israel are on
heightened alert and remain committed to saving lives even
under fire. United Hatzalah senior staff medics have been
mobilized down south to help oversee our responses.
Additional ambulances and ambucars have bolstered the
medical resources in the area, including your ambucar #5747
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J UNE 2021
Ambucycle #718
In memory of Leah & Meyer Adler and Rose & Isadore Lipkus

Rider: Eyal Mishaeli, Tel Aviv
Two people waiting at a shawarma joint in Tel Aviv got into an
argument that swiftly turned violent. One man grabbed a chair
and threw it full-force onto the other's head, then pulled out a
knife and stabbed the man in the back. As the victim fell to the
ground and restaurant patrons shrieked in panic, the assailant
fled the scene. Emergency services were quickly alerted and
Eyal was notified to the incident. Jumping on your ambucycle,
the medic easily bypassed traffic and made it to the shawarma
place in under two minutes!
The chaos was unbelievable. Eyal ignored the mayhem as he
focused on the patient. The 30 year-old man was losing
consciousness from the blow to his head and bleeding out from
the stab wound. Eyal stemmed the hemorrhaging and applied
trauma bandages before affixing a neck brace. He secured an
open airway and continued stabilizing the victim until an
intensive care ambulance arrived 10 minutes later. The man
was immediately placed on a stretcher and whisked to the
trauma center for further emergency care.
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J ULY 2021
E-bike #8067
In honor of Sid Adler’s 90th Birthday
Rider: Yonatan Tzadok, Bnei Brak
An elderly man who lives alone fell in his apartment and
suffered a bleeding head wound. Unable to rise, the man lay
helplessly on the floor, calling weakly for help. It took several
hours until a neighbor heard his cries and called emergency
dispatch. Yonatan was nearby on one of your e-bikes when he
received a notification to the incident and immediately whizzed
to the address.

Yonatan found a 60-year-old woman lying unconscious in her
bed. The experienced medic checked for a pulse and then
launched into full-blown CPR. Another volunteer EMT joined
Yonatan in the resuscitation effort. Twenty minutes later an
intensive care crew arrived, and Yonatan kept up the strenuous
chest compressions as the woman was transferred into the
ambulance. Just then, a stable pulse returned! The patient was
immediately whisked off to the hospital for further emergency
care.
After recovering from the rush of saving a life, Yonatan
remembered his delivery job, ran back to your e-bike, and
returned to work.

Discovering the patient suffering from the effects of the
massive bleeding, Yonatan worked with lightning speed to stem
the hemorrhaging and then set up an IV line for vital fluid
replenishment. Yonatan kept up the lifesaving treatment until
an ambulance arrived 10 minutes later.
Another emergency occurred on a recent Sunday afternoon.
Yonatan was delivering a package when he was alerted to an
emergency occurring on the very street he was on. Yonatan
literally dropped the box he was supposed to take and raced to
the address, arriving first at the scene in under a minute!
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providing on-site medical intervention and then loaded the
now-stable young victim into the responding intensive care
ambulance for emergency transport to the trauma unit of the
Hadassah Hospital in Jerusalem.

A UGUST 2021
Adopt A Medic
Yosef Dvir, Beitar
An 11 year-old boy was riding his bicycle one morning when a
terrible accident occurred and he was struck by an oncoming
bus! The young bicyclist was thrown forcefully to the ground.
Unfortunately, the boy had not been wearing a helmet and his
unprotected head suffered significant injuries on impact.
Alarmed passersby rushed to his side as United Hatzalah
dispatch was urgently alerted. Yosef received a notification to
the emergency and immediately raced to the location, together
with another United Hatzalah EMT. The duo worked rapidly

In another incident, an IDF soldier driving in his private vehicle
collided with another car. Yosef immediately raced to the
location, arriving alongside a fellow volunteer within three
minutes. Three people had been injured in the crash. Yosef and
his colleague affixed neck braces and completed trauma
assessments. One victim had suffered spinal injuries and a
suspected fracture and the other two patients had sustained
abdominal wounds. All three were immobilized on backboards
and transported to the hospital as soon as the responding
ambulances arrived.
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O CTOBER 2021
E-bike #8156
In honor of Jake Adler’s Bar Mitzvah
Rider: Yehuda Wertheimer, Kiryat Gat
One Friday at around noon, a woman was at home with her two
young children, getting ready for Shabbat. She started cleaning
a large blender when her hand got too close and her finger got
caught on the sharp blade! In shock and pain, the woman
managed to use her other hand to call for help.
Yehuda received the alert and raced over on your e-bike. The
address was located on Eilon Ha’Zvuloni Lane, which is
inaccessible to cars. Yehuda easily sped your e-bike down the
lane and arrived at the residence. He grabbed his medical kit
and ran inside.
As the first EMT on scene, Yehuda found the woman with the
blade of a large blender snagged deep in her finger. Although
clearly in pain, she was remarkably composed, knowing how
important it was to be as calm as possible for her children. The
two kids were both very frightened, with one small child crying
under the kitchen table.

woman, another United Hatzalah volunteer arrived. One of the
medics called the woman’s husband. The alarmed man said he
would head home immediately, but it would take some time.
Unfortunately, there were many incidents in Kiryat Gat that
morning and it took half an hour for an ambulance and fire
truck to arrive. The firefighters examined the blender and
determined that they could not safely cut off the blade. Instead,
Yehuda and the responders began to disassemble the large
blender, removing the casing and motor until all that remained
was the blade.
Finally, the woman, along with the blade, was able to be moved
into an ambulance. However, the husband was still not home.
Knowing the woman needed to get to the hospital but could
not leave her children unattended, Yehuda and his colleague
told the mother that they would stay and watch over her
children. The grateful woman left in the ambulance for the
hospital while the dedicated United Hatzalah volunteers stayed
with the children, reassuring them and caring for them until the
father arrived.

Yehuda quickly began initial medical intervention and updated
dispatch as to the extent of the injury. United Hatzalah dispatch
contacted the fire department, which has specialized tools for
many non-standard entrapments. As Yehuda treated the
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D ECEMBER 2021
Ambucycle #112
In memory of Dr. Eli Adler
Rider: Shimon Ben-Elazar, Bnei Brak
In one incident, a 44 year-old motorcyclist was struck by a car
on Route 4 and sent flying to the ground. Alerted to the
emergency, Shimon sped to the location aboard your
ambucycle. He found the victim sprawled on the asphalt,
suffering from suspected fractures and injuries to his upper
torso. Shimon worked with additional responders to treat the
patient’s wounds, immobilize him on a backboard, and transfer
him into an ambulance for evacuation to the hospital.

Another accident occurred when a ten year-old boy was struck
by a car. Numerous United Hatzalah medics tore over to the
scene, including Shimon on your ambucycle. The child had
sustained a significant head wound and injuries to his limbs.
Shimon and his colleagues provided critical medical
intervention and stabilized the young victim’s condition. The
boy was then whisked off to the trauma unit for continued care.
Thanks to your incredible support, 2021 was a year in which
many lives were saved. People in medical crisis received rapid
intervention by experienced medics because of you. On behalf
of the entire people of Israel, we thank you for partnering with
United Hatzalah!
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